
Dear Cecilia 
We finished our educational courses with mrs Gabriela.
It was a great chance for me to learn more about my abilities also 
the weak points in my minds which can a big step toward being 
better and also analyzing those who are working with which can 
less misunderstandings and better cooperation in future.

You know am  living in Asia , the largest and most human 
population that was the site of world’s oldest civilization, a major 
center of learning , art , literature and philosophy. 
Also 
This is a part of the world that you can experience a revolution a 
war and maximum economical and financial sanctions less than 
50 years of your life,
The trouble for going up One step toward success for European 
nations is equal to trouble of 1000 steps for us.

Worse happenings that effect our sport world , inside of our 
country we try our best to in courage girls and boys to come to 
sport , find talents , empower coaches .. because we have less 
chance to send the abroad, iranian athletes are subjected to a 
convoluted and unfair visa  process .(recently one of our best 
slalom athlete lost her chance to be in asian qualification in 
Thailand just because her visa didn’t  have sufficient support from 
host country)

So we organize events to be the host of other countries to make 
the chance of collaboration.

We understand how much precious is what you give us as online 
courses and also we realize the situation of those who live in this 
part of world the opportunity of having more knowledge and 
experiences through online courses we share it with our neighbor 
countries.



All these are going in the pat  of Olympic but not just a motto also 
in real . 

I know the value of empowering women and i try more to bring 
more women with myself .
We will organize an online course for  more that 30 women who 
are the vice-president of canoeing organizations in 30 provinces 
of different places of iran with coach Gabriela to share our 
experiences and if you be with us it will be awesome.
Also in this course there was another Vice President from table 
tennis federation that we try to join with her and same program 
together.

Thank you  for giving this chance and hope for making our world 
better place . 

Best regards 

Katayoon ashraf


